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with

Marci
Baker

We know you
enjoy quilting Now enjoy it even more!

T

hank you for your interest in quilting. We offer
easy solutions to common quilting problems.
Every now and then do you get a “V” in your
rotary cut strips? Is your foundation piecing not
fitting? Is one corner of your binding just not right
and the other three look great? Here you’ll find
reference cards and tools that answer these questions
with a resounding – Never Again! – guaranteed.
Would you like to make traditional patterns such as grandmother’s flower
garden, tumbling blocks, seven-sisters, and other 60° designs, but are
not able to invest the time for Y-seams? Discover easy strip-pieced
methods in our Not Your Grandmother’s Quilts series and our Clearview
Triangle books by Sara Nephew. All are sewn without set-in seams.
We know you have fun with your quilting. Now enjoy it even more with our tools
and methods.
Enjoy!
p.s. We're always working to find new, easier solutions, so let us know what you need.

Marci Baker’s easy-to-follow instructions and time-saving
tools will have you creating quilts you never thought possible!
Not Your Grandmother’s
Log Cabin™ (NLC-005)
Simply Amazing quilts that are
amazingly simple! Over 30 log cabin
designs with a modern twist created
by using a 60° ruler. Each lively quilt
is unique and vibrantly illustrated
in full color to inspire your own
masterpiece. Shaded diagrams guide
you through each step for fast and
easy piecing. Full color, 116 pages,
8 ½" x 11".
Use with 10" Clearview Triangle, pg 7

Amazingly
Simple
Winner of 2009 Silver
Living Now Book Award
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Get the free mobile app at
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ABC 3-D Tumbling Blocks...
And More! (ABC-007).
Everyone can succeed in
3-D because it is as easy as
A, B, C. Learn the secrets
to easily select fabric values
to achieve dazzling designs.
With no set-in (or Y) seams,
this book makes these classic
designs possible for all quilters
by combining Marci's Not Your
Grandmother's Tumbling Blocks
strip-pieced method with Sara
Nephew's designs. 16 projects,
128 pages, 8 ½" x 11", full color,
plus gallery of quilts.
Use with 8" or
10" Clearview
Triangle and
Qtools Corner
Cut 60, pgs 5, 7

STRIP-PIECED!

Get the free mobile app at

http:/ / gettag.mobi

Winner of 2011Bronze
Living Now Book Award
Oh My Stars!™ (OMS-006)
These six-pointed stars really
are strip-pieced! This innovative
technique results in fewer pieces
to cut and more time to sew
because there are no set-in
(or Y) seams. Includes classic
designs like Seven Sisters, Star
of David, as well as modern
variations. Start small with a
tote or tablerunner and reach
for more stars with a bed-sized
quilt, or create your own with our
designer section. Full color, 14
projects, 128 pages, 8 ½" x 11".

STRIP-PIECED!

Use with 8" or
10" Clearview
Triangle and
Qtools Corner
Cut 60, pgs 5, 7
Get the free mobile app at

Winner of 2010 Bronze
Living Now Book Award
Ask for our books & tools at your local quilt shop.

http:/ / gettag.mobi
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Doubledipity:
More Serendipity Quilts
(DQ-30)

Double the fun! More six-pointed
star blocks and exciting layouts
continue the serendipitous
enjoyment of these gorgeous, yet
easy works of art. The possibilities
increase with 60 more wedge-based
blocks! Special section includes 13
fast and fancy pieced borders.
112 pages, 8 ½" x 11",
37-quilt full-color photo
gallery.
Use with Clearview Triangle Super
60° and Diamond Guide, pg 7

Not Your Grandmother’s
Flower Garden™, Too (NFT-004)
This strip-pieced quilt method has no
set-in seams. Cut the same number
of pieces as Grandma did, but sew
yours without Y-seams. A variety of
hexagonal designs including quilts,
tree skirts, placemat, and table
runner. Patterns are presented in
multiple sizes and all skill levels, with
illustrated step-by-step instructions.
Color photos, 60 pages, 5 ½" x 8 ½".

STRIP-PIECED!

Use with 8" Clearview Triangle, pg 7
and Qtools Corner Cut 60, pg 5
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Qtools™ Cutting Edge (TCE-001)
No more wasted fabric! Make rotary
cutting easier, accurate, and less time
consuming. These repositionable vinyl
strips adhere to the bottom of any
smooth acrylic ruler without adhesive.
The thickness creates an edge that
stops at the fabric. Cut with confidence
and consistency.
10/pkg

Get the free mobile app at

(The cutting edge creates a stop for the fabric,
giving you an exact cut every time.)

http:/ / gettag.mobi

Qtools™ Sewing Edge (TSE-003)
Sew consistently and straight with
this reusable stop on any sewing
machine. The thickness creates a guide
well in front of the foot for aligning
your fabrics, giving you time to make
adjustments before the needle rather
than at the needle. Use with the Qtools
Corner Cut to mark a scant ¼" seam
and sew your
seams perfectly.
Tested by quilters
who now won't
sew without it!
Get the free mobile app at

http:/ / gettag.mobi

5/pkg

Qtools™ Corner Cut 60 (TCC-002)

2 Tools in 1
• Use this tool to trim 60o points for
exact seam allowances in all of our
books. Three seam sizes (scant, true,
and generous) give a perfect match to
your personal ¼" seam allowance.
• Use to mark a scant ¼" on any
machine. Having
options gives
confidence at the
sewing machine!

Get the free mobile app at

http:/ / gettag.mobi
Ask for our books & tools at your local quilt shop.
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Know Before You Sew™ (KBYS)

Find the answers for easier and more enjoyable quilting in
this series of illustrated reference cards.

Rotary Cutting, Basics (KRT-002)
Never cut a crooked strip again. Know before you cut
that it is straight, not crooked.
Joining Strips (KJS-003)
Join borders and bindings so they are always straight
at any angle!
Binding–Mitered Corners, Basics (KBM-004)
Perfect corners easily with examples of what causes
rounded and pointed corners.
Binding–Mitered Corners, Beyond Basics (KBB-006)
Ready to add a design element with binding? Try
different sizes to complement your quilts.
Binding–Joining Ends, Basics (KBE-005)
Try these two methods to see which one works best
for you to make the last seam look great.
Foundation/Paper Piecing, Basics (KFP-001)
No mis-fits, no wasted fabric, no templates.
Easiest method ever and you know before you sew
that it works!
Foundation/Paper Piecing, Beyond Basics (KFB-007)
Place your grain, stripes, and motifs right where you
want them easily!
All are laminated and conveniently 3-hole
punched 8 ½" x 11" cards.

Rainbow® Color Selector (ACW)
10" wheel with Pick, Point and Match®
system. As one of my early teachers said,
"Color gets 90% credit and does only 10% of
the work, whereas value does 90% of the work
and only gets 10% of the credit!" This tool
helps me select fabric values quickly using
the viewing window. Helpful for 3-D designs
and all of your quilts.
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Clearview Triangle™ Tools
Clearview Triangle™ 60° Rulers
Four convenient sizes make any
60° design an easy task. Great for
any project with 3-D effects; rotary
cut equilateral triangles, diamonds,
trapezoids, and more with these easyto-use rulers. The right tools make
the process so much easier!
6" (TRI-006) For handy
measurements and cuts!
8" (TRI-008) For standard size projects
Also available in metric, 20 cm (TRI-M20)
10", (TRI-010) For majority of designs and sizes – our most versatile ruler!
12", (TRI-012) For quick, large designs, and a great complement to 8" or Super 60

Clearview Triangle™ Super 60™ (SUP-60)
Make faster cuts for 60-degree designs that include
120-degree triangles and diamonds by using the Super 60.
Easily rotary cut any pattern that utilizes these angles.
Also available in metric (SUM-60)

Clearview Triangle™
2-Sided Graph Paper
(GP-12)

Clean-looking equilateral
triangle graph paper. Each
sheet has light blue grids.
3⁄8" on one side and 7⁄8" on the
other side, 8 ½" x 11",
30 sheets per pad.

Diamond Guide (DG-27)
Static cling label that applies to the bottom of
the Super 60. This add-on helps center motifs
in 3 ¼" or 1 7⁄8" diamonds to make beautiful
diamonds or even hexagons.
Free pattern included.
Use with Doubledipity book, pg 4
Ask for our books & tools at your local quilt shop.
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Hands on Lectures and Workshops
Marci Baker, teaches nationally and internationally, has been featured on “Simply Quilts”,
and has developed her own video series. Her creative and skillful knowledge presented
with humor and an easy-going style makes all her workshops and lectures exciting and
great learning experiences. Marci teaches using her own innovative techniques along
with Sara Nephew's designs (the designer of Clearview Triangle rulers) to help beginners
and experienced quilters alike.

204 N Link Lane, #7 • Fort Collins, CO 80524
(888) 348-6653 • info@QuiltwithMarciBaker.com
Direct (970) 224-1336 • Fax (970) 224-1362
www.QuiltwithMarciBaker.com
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